PACTS Complex Projects Task Force
Friday, March 4, 2022
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Meeting Agenda

Zoom webinar: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86928035121
Phone: 646-558-8656—Webinar ID: 869 2803 5121

This meeting is being recorded and will be made available at gpcog.org/AgendaCenter.
1.

Public Comment

5 minutes

Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on items not on
this agenda. For items on this agenda, additional opportunity for public comment will be provided after
the item's staff report.
2.

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey (Attachments B, C)

80 minutes

Review and discuss the survey results. Based on the results, recommend, as needed, revisions to the
policies related to the selection and funding of complex projects.
3.

Next Meeting

5 minutes

Schedule additional meetings as needed.

Upcoming Meetings
•

PACTS Policy Board—Thursday, March 24, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

•

PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee—Tuesday, April 5, 9:00–11:00 a.m.

•

PACTS Executive Board—Tuesday, April 26, 9:00 –10:30 a.m.

•

PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee—Tuesday, May 3, 9:00–11:00 a.m.

Board and committee members, the public, and other stakeholders are encouraged to subscribe to the
PACTS calendar at gpcog.org/Calendar.
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Attachment A

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force
Thursday, January 13, 2022
MEETING NOTES
Attendance
•

Attendees: Jeremiah Bartlett, Jim Bennett, Jessa Berna, Eamonn Dundon, Tom Milligan,
Christian MilNeil

•

GPCOG staff: Chris Chop, Aubrey Miller, Harold Spetla

•

Absent: Darryl Belz, Erin Courtney

Agreements Reached
•

Recommend that PACTS increase the percentage of federal funding (currently 60%) that goes
to complex projects while recognizing that this recommendation is outside the scope of the
Complex Projects Task Force charter. Note: the remaining 40% currently goes to collector
paving.

Discussion Notes
•

This group will make recommendations to the Policy Board. Once approved by the Policy
Board, the changes will be in effect for the next call for new complex projects in 2023. [Eamonn,
Aubrey]

•

Complex projects funding has not kept pace with construction costs. Once a number is fixed,
communities are at the mercy of the market. PACTS may need to leave funding for a
contingency. [Tom]

•

I suggest that the policy of having 60% of PACTS’ federal funding go to complex projects and
40% go the collector paving be revisited. Voters are willing to take care of roads, but not willing
to pay for major improvements. [Jim]

•

I agree. PACTS is the best resource for making the transformative changes to the transportation
system that are necessary to make it financially and environmentally sustainable. MaineDOT
and municipalities should be responsible for collector paving. [Christian]

•

This group cannot change the split, but can recommend that PACTS revisit the possibility.
[Aubrey]
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•

As indicated by a show of hands, all are in favor of recommending that PACTS revisit the
current federal funding split (60% for complex projects and 40% for collector paving) and
increase the amount of funding for complex projects.

•

What should the expectations be for UPWP-funded planning studies? If these projects are not
guaranteed PACTS funding for construction, that needs to be clear up front. [Jeremiah]

•

There should be consideration of cost avoidance. [Jim]

•

We should set a hard budget—e.g., 10% of the annual allocation—that is available for
contingency funding. And that 10% should be allocated on a competitive basis. [Christian]

•

So you would propose opening it up for cost increases on previously funded projects at
application time. [Chris]

•

How we address cost in final decision making is important overall. I agree cost avoidance
should be a factor in addressing that. A bicycle/pedestrian project reduces automobile traffic,
which should be part of the math. [Jessa]

•

There are two different types of overruns – scope creep and inflation. They are very different,
and discussion of cost overruns should be sensitive to that. [Jessa]

•

Portland is open to adjustments to ensure a shared understanding of the project before applying
for funding from PACTS. Any opportunity to better define what you are actually asking for when
you apply for funding makes sense. It adds work and cost for the municipality, but projects can
be almost speculative unless we have reached a certain level of detail. 25% design is a
reasonable request. [Jeremiah]

•

Perhaps a solution would be to fund complex projects in two steps, first using non-federal funds
and significant local match to get a concept to some level of engineering. Getting to a
reasonable place with a reasonable estimate would cut down on cost overruns. [Jim]

•

I like requiring 25% design and suggest adding a requirement to include a financial plan.
Requiring a financial plan might help ensure design considers development opportunities, for
example. [Christian]

•

A financial plan feels like an unnecessary burden, a solution to a problem that does not exist.
[Jessa, Jim]

•

Could there be an opportunity for municipalities to be reimbursed for the funds spent on 25%
design if a project is selected for funding? [Tom]

•

I am concerned that requiring that municipalities fund 25% design before they can even submit
for PACTS funding may mean some innovative projects never even get considered, because
innovative projects are going to compete against traditional projects and decision makers will
always feel pressure to fix roads and sidewalks. I was thinking half the funding for 25% design
would come from PACTS, from non-federal dollars. [Jim]

•

I like the idea of municipalities paying more up front to avoid the possibility of having to pay
federal money back, but some assurance or preliminary scoring before putting local money in
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would be helpful. I would also advocate for not necessarily increasing the total local match, but
rather shifting the expense to the beginning of the project. [Jessa]
•

Public Comment [Ken Capron]: There may be more grant money than you are aware of. Also,
the projection for micro rail is that it will be making a billion dollars a year within 4-5 years,
assuming a carbon exchange is put into place. That money could perhaps fund transportation
needs. Also, the climate impact of micro rail is twofold – solar panels along the guideway in
addition to a decrease in transportation emissions.

•

I support municipalities funding 25% design, and perhaps we can find a compromise with
potential reimbursement, up to 50% of the cost of 25% design. [Eamonn]

•

Also, I think cost avoidance, though a little different from the earlier conversation, is the reason
we’re talking about municipalities funding 25% design. If we can identify cost increases at that
stage, we are saving PACTS and municipalities money down the road, from projects that might
have huge surprises. [Eamonn]

•

Thank you to staff for putting together Attachment B. They are all good ideas, and I would be in
favor of any of them. [Christian]
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Attachment B
PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey

Q1 Should PACTS require that a municipality/potential applicant meet with
MaineDOT and PACTS—and reach agreement regarding the applicable
design standards for a project—before the municipality can apply for
funding from PACTS?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Other

unless they have demonstrated an understanding previously to be waived from such
requirement

2/15/2022 1:05 PM

2 Yes

Yes, and MaineDOT also needs to adjust and update their design standards to reflect current
best practices and fiscal realities. Design standards that insist, for instance, on 12'-wide lanes
and interstate-style curve geometries on urban streets in the PACTS region don't make any
sense from a safety perspective, and is an unnecessary source of cost increases (both from
construction and ROW impacts).

2/8/2022 12:36 PM

3 Other

I think as long as it is clear what design standards apply there is no need for a meeting. I'm
curious if this has been an issue/barrier in the past.

2/7/2022 9:13 AM

5

1 / 34

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey

Q2 Should PACTS require that a municipality/potential applicant meet with
MaineDOT and PACTS—and reach agreement on whether the project is
ready to begin preliminary design report (PDR) (or construction)—before
the municipality can apply for PDR (or construction) funding from PACTS?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Yes

Municipalities should be coming to PACTS with financially feasible projects that advance our
regional goals: improving safety, reducing the amount of labor our regional workforce wastes in
long commutes, meeting the state's climate goals. Right now we have a project scoring
system that makes gestures at those goals, but when it comes time to actually fund those
projects, MaineDOT frequently undermines those efforts and increases project costs with
expensive, highway-focused demands. I'm thinking specifically of their cost-increasing add-ons
for the proposed Westbrook road widening at Main St/Clark Drive, their scuttling of the
Libbytown/Exit 5 study, their financially-unreaslistic 25% design for Franklin Street – I'm sure
there are many more examples.

2/8/2022 12:36 PM

2 Yes

I think this would be helpful for both the municipalities and PACTS.

2/7/2022 9:13 AM
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PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey

Q3 Should PACTS require that a municipality/potential applicant complete
25% design before applying for funding from PACTS?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Yes

This is of paramount importance. It will allow us to capture a much more complete picture of
total constructions costs before we score and approve applications.

2/9/2022 2:39 PM

2 Yes

I'd argue for a 25% design *in conjunction with* a realistic financing plan that recognizes the
limits of capital funds and ongoing maintenance funds. Because we're already facing chronic
maintenance budget shortfalls, we need to be focused on funding projects that aggressively
reduce our infrastructure costs (instead of piling more on). Also, we need to have more
assurances that MaineDOT won't waste PACTS and municipal efforts by scuttling projects
halfway through the design and planning process (e.g., Exit 5 and the Libbytown study). But
yes, I'm generally of the opinion that municipalities should be defining project scope and
coming up with a realistic financing plan before anyone funds more advanced design.

2/8/2022 12:36 PM

3 Other

Would this be similar to the current EPS? Will this favor wealthier communities?

2/7/2022 12:00 PM

4 Other

I think this is a great idea, however the details matter and if this was the policy I think it would
be helpful to have some level of assurance the project might be funded for final engineering
and construction. I also think that the required match should be reduced since the
municipalities will be paying more up front to complete the 25% design.

2/7/2022 9:13 AM

7

3 / 34

PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey

Q4 If yes, should PACTS reimburse applicants that are successful in their
later applications for PACTS construction funds for a portion of those local
funds spent to complete 25% design, either directly or by adjusting local
match requirements?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 4
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1 No

Municipalities need to have more skin in the game.

2/9/2022 2:40 PM

2 Yes

That's how we do it in housing development – a successful project gets their design costs
reimbursed at the final permanent loan closing. The developers pay for architects, lawyers, and
engineers out of their own project before the project is built, which is a risk, but it's a risk that
encourages developers to design projects that are a) feasible and b) attractive to their future
tenants. Our current process doesn't have that risk, but without that risk, there's also no real
responsibility for when a project bloats in cost, or undermines principles like safety or climate.
It's especially problematic when project applicants feel entitled to construction funds just
because they've finished a PDR. If I end up designing a bad building that's expensive and is
going to threaten the safety of its inhabitants, I definitely shouldn't get funding to build it!

2/8/2022 12:37 PM

8
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PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey

Q5 If yes, should PACTS score projects before they begin design and
commit to future design and construction funding?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 4
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1 Other

We should not score until a muni has completed 25% of design on their own.

2/9/2022 2:40 PM

2 Yes

Projects should be scored at the conceptual design level (funded by municipalities), then, if
they score well, they can receive some committment for future design and construction
funding CONTINGENT ON the success of the project under the principles of the scoring.
We've discussed re-scoring projects at the construction phase, which I think we need to do in
order to keep projects on the rails. If a concept design looked good from a
financial/safety/environmental standpoint three years ago, but then made major sacrifices to
those principles during the 25%/PDR phases, then we should be willing to say no and save our
money for projects that actually solve the big problems we're facing. And again, the risk of
saying no will keep designers and applicants more honest to our region's bigger needs during
the design phase.

2/8/2022 12:37 PM

9
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Q6 Should PACTS require that a municipality/potential applicants complete
PDR (approximately 50-65% design) before applying for funding from
PACTS?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Other

Potentially. This could allow us to catch up faster on the construction timeline and would give
us an even clearer picture of construction costs.

2/9/2022 2:41 PM

2 Yes

Before applying for construction funds – yes.

2/8/2022 12:38 PM

3 Other

Would this favor wealthier communities?

2/7/2022 12:01 PM

4 Other

My answer is the same as with 25% design.* I am not an engineer so I'm not entirely sure what
the threshold should be. I will say it might make sense to align this threshold with what makes
a project considered "shovel ready" and therefore eligible for other funding sources in general.

2/7/2022 9:17 AM

*I think this is a great idea, however the details matter and if this was the policy I think it would be helpful to have some
level of assurance the project might be funded for final engineering and construction. I also think that the required match
should be reduced since the municipalities will be paying more up front to complete the 25% design.
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Q7 If yes, should PACTS reimburse applicants that are successful in their
later applications for PACTS construction funds for a portion of those local
funds spent on PDR, either directly or by adjusting local match
requirements?
Answered: 1

Skipped: 7
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There are no responses.
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Q8 If yes, should PACTS score projects before they begin PDR and
commit to future construction funding?
Answered: 1

Skipped: 7
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PACTS should score projects at the conceptual phase, making a contingent commitment to
fund a project's PDR and some portion of its construction costs if it succeeds. But that
commitment needs to be contingent on the project meeting the principles of the scoring
process. I keep coming back to the new MaineHousing process for scoring projects under the
Low Income Housing Tax Credit program. There's a scoring process for projects that are still in
the design phase, with extra points available for projects that put in more matching funds from
other sources (like a higher municipal match), for projects that deliver more housing at a lower
cost, and for projects that are already permitted (which reduces the project's future risk).
MaineHousing has a limited annual allocation of tax credits, like the PACTS capital allocation.
If a housing proposal wins the scoring process, MaineHousing works with the developers to
help it along to construction on a timely basis – no sense in leaving the tax credits unused for
years at a time – and will sometimes commit additional funds in cases of extreme cost
inflation (like this year's lumber cost spike) or if the project's goals are especially noble. When
a project gets built and leased, the developer gets their design costs refunded and a developer
fee to boot. But if a project just won't pencil out, MaineHousing reserves the right to take its
tax credits back and give the funds to a different developer who could put them to better use.
In this model, there's a commitment to funding at the conceptual phase, under a scoring rubric
that takes into consideration both financial risk AND the greater public good of what these
projects are trying to achieve. That allows applicants to proceed with more advanced design,
but it also puts clear expectations on what the outcomes of that design should be, and a clear
limit on how much funding is available. Then, on an ongoing basis, MaineHousing evaluates
whether the projects still deserve the tax credit financing (or deserve additional subsidies from
other sources) as these projects advance towards their construction loan closing.

2/8/2022 12:55 PM
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PACTS Complex Projects Task Force Survey

Q9 Should PACTS require a financial plan as part of the application for
complex projects funding?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 No

a community has the ultimate finance tool (raise taxes) to fund something they want

2/15/2022 1:06 PM

Depends what a plan would need and the depth of detail cannot always predict funding in the
future

2/11/2022 2:36 PM

We should have a commitment on what the municipality is contributing and an idea of what
discretionary funds might fit a potential project.

2/9/2022 2:41 PM

4 Yes

ABSOLUTELY. With consideration of how a project will impact municipal and state
maintenance costs over the life of the project. Should also incorporate contingencies that
account for risks like construction cost inflation, and commitments for how the applicant plans
to handle those risks.

2/8/2022 12:55 PM

5 Yes

This will allow the PDR construction cost to be within the PACTS annual allocation.

2/7/2022 12:03 PM

6

What is the purpose of this? Who is this for, and are there any examples of this ever being
needed or presenting a problem? If the answer is yes, then I'm completely open to reassessing
my position.

2/7/2022 9:18 AM

2 Other
3

Yes

No
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Q10 If yes, what are the key components of that plan?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 4

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Mentioned in previous comment: municipality's share of funding, discretionary funding,
potential phased implementation of a project, and value engineering ideas

2/9/2022 2:42 PM

2

1. How a project will impact municipal and state maintenance costs over the life of the project,
and, if there's an increase to those costs, how the applicant plans to cover them; 2. Matching
fund commitments from municipalities or public/private partnerships; 3. A sensitivity analysis
to account for risks like construction cost inflation, unforseen/incomplete permitting costs, and
commitments for how the applicant plans to handle those risks – will they take responsibility
for increased costs or will they beg PACTS for more? 4. We should also consider users'
transportation costs – a project that aims for mode shift to move more people by transit, bikes,
or on foot should get credit for reducing the region's GHG emissions and chauffeuring labor
costs (which aren't the same as Vehicle Hours Traveled: in labor costs, an hour-long bus trip
with 50 passengers is 50 VHTs, but those 50 VHTs are 1/50th as expensive as the 50 VHTs
that would be spent by 50 drivers in single-occupant vehicles).

2/8/2022 1:04 PM

3

Project cost, schedule including phasing, funding sources, financing issues

2/7/2022 12:35 PM

4

Local versus Federal Funds

2/4/2022 8:32 AM
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Q11 Should PACTS maintain the 25% local match requirement for PDR?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Other

At a minimum - a 50% match would be even better, to reserve more PACTS funds for actual
contruction. As previously discussed, the applicant should front these costs during the design
phase and get the PACTS match reimbursed after the project is completed and successful.

2/8/2022 1:09 PM

2 Other

It depends on if funding will still be guaranteed for the full project, and what the local match
requirement is for other phases of the project. Overall, I think a local match of 20% would be
more reasonable than 25%.

2/7/2022 9:20 AM
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Q12 Should PACTS maintain the 25% local match requirement for
construction?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Yes

Please note to municipalities that there are many options for local match funding – it doesn't
have to come out of a city's general fund; it could come from a developer, or from TIFs, or
from the bonded savings a city could incur when a well-designed project provides operational
efficiencies in the city's public works budget (like eliminating an expensive-to-maintain traffic
light, for instance).

2/8/2022 1:09 PM

2 Other

See my answer above.*

2/7/2022 9:20 AM

3 Other

It comes down to anticipated future funding availability for projects and if there are overall
funding caps at PACTS in the future.

2/4/2022 8:33 AM

*It depends on if funding will still be guaranteed for the full project, and what the local match requirement is for other
phases of the project. Overall, I think a local match of 20% would be more reasonable than 25%.
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Q13 Should PACTS award bonus points to a project that commits to more
than the minimum local match?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Other

I want to say yes, but unsure if this tips the scale to certain towns always getting the PACTS
funding rather than allowing for a variety of projects from various municipalities.

2/15/2022 2:03 PM

2 Other

Unless the project is a safety project; enhancement projects should not get additional points
that hurt safety projects

2/15/2022 1:08 PM

3 Yes

Anything we can do to encourage projects to have as minimal impact on PACTS limited funds
is a positive.

2/9/2022 2:44 PM

4 Other

This may favor wealthier communities.

2/7/2022 12:37 PM

5 No

This benefits wealthier municipalities rather than better projects. I think projects should be
scored on their impact and how many people they will benefit rather than rewarding project that
might be less meaningful, but have more money.

2/7/2022 9:21 AM
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Q14 If yes, what are the local match thresholds for bonus points?
Answered: 2

Skipped: 6

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Every 5% of costs should be eligible for a higher amount of bonus points.

2/9/2022 2:46 PM

2

1 point per two percent match over the 25 percent threshold

2/4/2022 8:34 AM
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Q15 If yes, how many bonus points? (For reference, see pp. 35-36 in the
August 2021 Policy Board agenda packet.)
Answered: 3

Skipped: 5

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

2 points for every additional 5% increment of local match beyond 25%.

2/9/2022 2:46 PM

2

Rather than committing to a specific point bonus, we could meet the same goal by prioritizing
projects in terms of PACTS scoring points per PACTS dollar committed. Then, if comparing
two projects with near-identical scoring and near-identical costs, the project with a higher local
match would have a lower cost-per-point.

2/8/2022 1:24 PM

3

Up to 25 points (i.e. maxes out at 75% local, 25% match)

2/4/2022 8:34 AM
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Q16 Should cost avoidance be a factor when selecting projects?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0
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1 Yes

*
Necessary, given long-term decline in MaineDOT funding. However.... (see next answer)...

2/8/2022 1:24 PM

2 Yes

This is a bit hard to demonstrate, but I think it is a great point worth considering.

2/7/2022 9:22 AM

*It's notoriously difficult to evaluate a project's opportunity costs, when there are dozens or hundreds of alternative options
to any given project. The Biddeford City Manager may argue that building a new connector road "avoids" the costs of
widening Route 111. But under our current financial constraints, we're probably going to avoid both of those projects' costs
simply by doing neither of them. In terms of cost avoidance, doing nothing and letting motorists own the problem they've
created is the best choice of the three. But there are literally hundreds of even cheaper alternatives that could also avoid
those costs and result in better outcomes (building a simple sidewalk on Route 111 so that you could actually walk to the
ZOOM bus stop would be one; you could also look at more transit service, or permitting more housing within walking
distance of jobs, or extending the Eastern Trail, or a Downeaster commuter shuttle...)
It's literally impossible to evaluate
all the alternatives to get a true accounting of the opportunity costs for any single project. At the end of the day, we need to
evaluate projects on the costs we know about – how much will it cost to design, build, and maintain, and limit our analysis
of "cost avoidance" to tangible – not hypothetical – reductions in the amount of infrastructure we need to maintain, the
amount of pollution in our air, and the amount of labor we spend in long commutes.
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Q17 If yes, how should cost avoidance be factored into project selection?
Answered: 6

Skipped: 2

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

For every $X amount of dollars avoided, bonus points could be awarded. I don't know how
much is the right amount for cost avoidance and how many points to factor in though.

2/15/2022 2:09 PM

2

Significant savings should be highly rewarded.

2/15/2022 1:10 PM

3

determine the level of avoidance may not always be achievable

2/11/2022 2:39 PM

4

It's notoriously difficult to evaluate a project's opportunity costs, when there are dozens or
hundreds of alternative options to any given project. The Biddeford City Manager may argue
that building a new connector road "avoids" the costs of widening Route 111. But under our
current financial constraints, we're probably going to avoid both of those projects' costs simply
by doing neither of them. In terms of cost avoidance, doing nothing and letting motorists own
the problem they've created is the best choice of the three. But there are literally hundreds of
even cheaper alternatives that could also avoid those costs and result in better outcomes
(building a simple sidewalk on Route 111 so that you could actually walk to the ZOOM bus
stop would be one; you could also look at more transit service, or permitting more housing
within walking distance of jobs, or extending the Eastern Trail, or a Downeaster commuter
shuttle...) It's literally impossible to evaluate all the alternatives to get a true accounting of the
opportunity costs for any single project. At the end of the day, we need to evaluate projects on
the costs we know about – how much will it cost to design, build, and maintain, and limit our
analysis of "cost avoidance" to tangible – not hypothetical – reductions in the amount of
infrastructure we need to maintain, the amount of pollution in our air, and the amount of labor
we spend in long commutes.

2/8/2022 1:28 PM

5

benefit-cost analysis

2/7/2022 12:49 PM

6

Probably at a higher level. This is definitely hard to measure, but could be addressed at a
broader concept level rather than getting down to dollars and cents.

2/7/2022 9:29 AM
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Q18 Should PACTS use a Cost per Point evaluation to score projects
before awarding PDR funding?
Answered: 8

Yes


2

No

2


I don’t know /
Other

Skipped: 0

4


0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 Yes

To be clear: PACTS costs per point. A project with a higher local match could earn a higher
cost-per-point score by reducing the amount of subsidy needed from PACTS.

2/8/2022 1:28 PM

2 No

If we were to use a cost per point evaluation, the scoring would have to be much for detailed
and the scorers would have to be more carefully selected. I think the current scoring process
is effective in ranking the projects, but it is highly subjective and not precise enough to use a
cost per point evaluation at this time. I think it is an interesting concept, but in the current
environment, I think it would be arbitrary and inequitable.

2/7/2022 9:29 AM

3 Other

This truly depends upon key factors such as safety reductions and regional benefits

2/4/2022 8:35 AM
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Q19 Should PACTS use a Cost per Point evaluation to re-score projects
after they have completed PDR to determine whether they will receive
construction funding, understanding that if a project has used federal funds
for PDR and is unable construct the project, the municipality would have to
repay the federal funds spent on PDR?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


3

Yes

No

4


I don’t know /
Other

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 No

the rules should remain the same through out the process so a community understands the
risks in proceeding

2/15/2022 1:10 PM

2 Yes

Absolutely. And PACTS can also make a committment to work proactively with applicants to
control project costs in the PDR phase.

2/8/2022 1:28 PM

3 No

If there is a fiscally constrained financial plan and no unexpected changes, I would think the
PDR's would be funding for construction.

2/7/2022 12:49 PM

4 No

One of the major appeals of this funding is that it guarantees municipalities won't be left high
and dry having o re-pay the cost of PDR. I think this should be preserved in some way, even if
it is requiring PDR as an eligibility requirement. It is more tenable to have to pay for PDR up
front than to have to pay back the money if construction can't move forward.

2/7/2022 9:29 AM
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Q20 Should PACTS limit the amount of construction funding it will commit
to a single project and/or in a single allocation cycle?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


5

Yes

No

I don’t know /
Other

3

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 Yes

Until such time that projects are caught up and funding for significant price increases is
addressed.

2/15/2022 1:11 PM

2 Yes

Aren't we limited by our federal allocation? If we commit to refunding a portion of PDR costs to
applicants after a project gets completed, we'll need to budget that commitment as a future
payable, which reduces the amount available for construction funding.

2/8/2022 1:30 PM

3 Other

If this is going to be a consideration when selecting projects then there should be a funding
limit and/or this should be a consideration in the scoring criteria. However, I worry this will rule
out large transformative projects in urban centers, which is precisely the kinds of projects
PACTS has stated they want to support.

2/7/2022 9:33 AM

4 Other

This is another item where overall funding is a question. There needs to be a concerted effort
to work with DOT on right-sizing funding.

2/4/2022 8:39 AM
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Q21 If yes, how much? (For reference, PACTS currently receives
$2,472,965 in federal funds for complex projects each cycle. Also note that
PACTS could consider the possibility of committing two cycles’ worth of
funding to a single regionally significant project that is identified as a
priority through the region’s long-range transportation plan.)
Answered: 4

Skipped: 4

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

depends on project and its significance

2/11/2022 2:40 PM

2

I like the idea of more for a regionally significant project. I think the limit per project per cycle
should be somewhere between $1mm and $2mm.

2/9/2022 2:47 PM

3

I think this would need to be evaluated on an annual basis based on how much PDR funding
we expect to refund as projects get completed. Luckily, because construction timetables are
usually known and typically have at least 1 year between going to bid and completion, we
should have a good idea of how much PDR reimbursement we'd need to budget for in any
given year.

2/8/2022 1:32 PM

4

Not sure at this time

2/7/2022 12:50 PM
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Q22 Should PACTS formalize the option for a project sponsor to forego
construction funding from PACTS, understanding that such a commitment
would be included in the three-party agreement between MaineDOT,
PACTS, and the municipality, and that the municipality would be required
to repay federal funds spent for PDR if the project did not move to
construction?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


5

Yes

No

I don’t know /
Other

3

0

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

COMMENTS

DATE

1

Other

This language is already included in the agreement.

2/7/2022 12:52 PM

2

Yes

I see no reason to not have this as an option.

2/7/2022 9:35 AM

3

Other

Isn't this already federal policy?

2/4/2022 9:01 AM
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Q23 Should PACTS keep the Project Cap Policy, or shift to setting aside a
percentage of its annual allocation for a “contingency fund” from which
funds are allocated competitively?
Answered: 8

Keep the
Project Cap...

Skipped: 0


3

Switch to a
“contingency...

1

I don’t know /
Other

4


0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 Other

projects have long lead times. there should be reasonable assurances that projects will be
funded at the current rates to cover increases in cost but only if the project does not change
because of the community's request.

2/15/2022 1:13 PM

2 Other

contingency fund non competitive

2/11/2022 2:43 PM

3 Other

I'd argue for a tighter project cap policy at 10%, and let applicants assume the risks of cost
overruns (and by extension, take more responsibility for controlling project costs)

2/8/2022 1:33 PM

4 Other

I think the cap shouldn't be a dollar value, but rather should be treated more like a
"maintenance of effort". Therefore, if construction cost rise sharply, municipalities aren't left in
the lurch. Conversely, municipalities can't simply change the project scope to take advantage
of this policy.

2/7/2022 9:38 AM
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Q24 If PACTS keeps the Project Cap Policy, should it stay at 20%,
increase, or decrease?
Answered: 3

Skipped: 5

20%

1

Increase
(Please...

Decrease
(Please...

I don’t know /
Other

2


0

#

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

COMMENTS

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

DATE

There are no responses.
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Q25 If PACTS keeps the Project Cap Policy, should PACTS continue to
apply it to the construction estimate at the time of construction allocation,
or instead apply it to the construction estimate at the time of PDR
allocation?
Answered: 3

Skipped: 5

At
construction...


2

At PDR
allocation

I don’t know /
Other

1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 Other

Bid prices could be different than PDR estimate

2/7/2022 12:56 PM
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Q26 Should PACTS require project sponsors facing cost overruns to
present to the PACTS governing body an explanation of the amount and
cause (e.g., inflation or scope creep?) of the overruns?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


7

Yes

No

I don’t know /
Other

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 Other

I'm not sure "presenting" is strictly necessary, but documenting the additional expenses makes
sense, particularly if there is a policy regarding which overrun costs are eligible for additional
funding.

2/7/2022 9:39 AM
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Q27 If yes, what decision options should the PACTS governing body have
regarding project funding?
Answered: 7

Skipped: 1

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Approve, deny or request for additional information prior to decision.

2/15/2022 2:22 PM

2

authority to allocate additional funding to hold community harmless if the increases are just
inflationary and the project is not an enhancement project

2/15/2022 1:14 PM

3

look at the reasons why we have no control over inflation or poor estimates by others

2/11/2022 2:44 PM

4

Projects requesting money from a contingency fund should have to be scored against other
projects requesting contingency. PACTS would then allocate based on funding framework
scoring.

2/9/2022 2:49 PM

5

They should reserve the right to kill a project and allocate funding to more deserving projects
that need funding. Before it gets to that point, PACTS could take a greater role in mitigating
cost increases by seeking relief from MaineDOT red tape, finding alternative project financing,
and value engineering.

2/8/2022 1:35 PM

6

Whether to participate in any additional funding.

2/7/2022 12:58 PM

7

Timing and potential phasing, as well as final contribution percentages.

2/4/2022 10:09 AM
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Q28 Should PACTS use a Cost per Point evaluation to re-score projects
upon reaching a certain cost increase threshold?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


3

Yes

No

2

I don’t know /
Other

3


0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 No

I'm still not a fan of cost per point within the current PACTS framework.

2/7/2022 9:39 AM
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Q29 If yes, PACTS should use a Cost per Point evaluation to re-score
projects, how would those new scores be used?
Answered: 3

Skipped: 5

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

They would be part of the total score when the project is run back through the scoring process.

2/9/2022 2:50 PM

2

If we go the route of having a Contingincy Fund (and I don't think we should – applicants need
to have clear limits on how much they'll get from PACTS), then we should use the cost-perpoint rubric then.

2/8/2022 1:36 PM

3

To determine whether a project still satisfies the intent of the original proposal.

2/4/2022 10:10 AM
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Q30 Should PACTS require project sponsors to obtain approval from the
PACTS governing body before making any changes in scope that impact
cost?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


4

Yes

No

2

I don’t know /
Other

2


0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 No

if the changes are in the control of the community, then they are 100% responsible; if the
changes are required by MDOT/feds, the community should not be required to pay 100% of the
changes

2/15/2022 1:16 PM

2 Other

only if costs are to increase

2/11/2022 2:46 PM

3 Yes

If changes affect aspects of the scope that would affect the original project score, then there
should be a revised cost-per-point evaluation, and an assessment of whether other applicant
projects would score higher (and might deserve the funds more).

2/8/2022 1:40 PM

4 Other

According the agreements, all parties must be made aware of any scope or cost changes.

2/7/2022 1:01 PM

5 Yes

This seems very reasonable. I guess all I would say is "any changes" is a bit broad. I think
minor changes in scope happen all the time. Would be good to get a technical opinion on what
level of scope change would trigger this.

2/7/2022 9:41 AM

6 Yes

"Changes in scope" should reference new project components never previously considered in
the initial applications/designs.

2/4/2022 10:11 AM
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Q31 Should PACTS require that PDR be completed within a certain
amount of time after signing the three-party (municipality, MaineDOT,
PACTS) agreement?
Answered: 8

Skipped: 0


4

Yes

No

I don’t know /
Other

4


0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

#

COMMENTS

DATE

1 Other

depends on who is performing the pdr may be beyond a towns control not a lot of firms can do
a pdr

2/11/2022 2:46 PM

2 Yes

The long time lag is a big source of cost increases.

2/8/2022 1:40 PM

3 Other

Maybe, but the reasons for doing this should be clear.

2/7/2022 9:41 AM

4 Yes

18 months

2/4/2022 10:11 AM
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Q32 If yes, how much time?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 4

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

24 months.

2/15/2022 2:42 PM

2

reasonable time to complete the project

2/15/2022 1:16 PM

3

I'll defer to others with experience with PDRs.

2/8/2022 1:44 PM

4

18 months

2/4/2022 10:12 AM
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Q33 If yes, and the PDR is not completed in time, what should happen?
Answered: 4

Skipped: 4

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Project sponsor should provide explanation as to why and give updated timeline for
completion.

2/15/2022 2:42 PM

2

unknown

2/15/2022 1:16 PM

3

Seems like a red flag for issues that may affect construction, so I'd argue for PACTS to walk
away and void their future funding commitment at that point. If the applicant is paying for
PDRs out of their own pocket, they'll be on the hook. They'd still have the option of re-applying
for PACTS funding in a future scoring round.

2/8/2022 1:44 PM

4

The project will be put back into the overall funding application process at step 1.

2/4/2022 10:12 AM
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Q34 What other ideas do you have?
Answered: 2

Skipped: 6

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

limit the number of projects to one or two a year need to make sure that the scoring criteria
points does not unreasonably skew/favor one town over others

2/11/2022 2:51 PM

2

None at this time.

2/4/2022 10:12 AM
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Attachment C
PACTS Complex Projects Task Force (CPTF) Survey Analysis
This document has two key sections. Part A reviews elements where CPTF members appear to be in
agreement and/or instances where staff felt it was appropriate to provide additional information and/or
suggestions. Part B reviews elements where additional discussion may be needed.
Part A: Points of Near-Agreement or Staff Insights and/or Suggestions
Application Requirements
1. Agreement on applicable design standards (Q1)
Staff Suggestion: A majority of CPTF members recommend requiring agreement—between the
municipality/potential applicant, MaineDOT, and PACTS—on applicable design standards
before applying for PACTS funding. Staff suggests requiring written agreement (the parties may
meet if they deem it necessary to reach an agreement) on the applicable design standards and
the design exemptions, pending consultation between GPCOG staff and MaineDOT staff
regarding the logistics of exactly which standards (construction? traffic?) would be involved and
the possibility of reaching agreement on such standards when the project is still in the concept
phase.
2. Agreement on project readiness (Q2)
Staff Suggestion: A majority of CPTF members recommend requiring agreement—between the
municipality/potential applicant, MaineDOT, and PACTS—on project readiness before applying
for PACTS funding. Staff suggests requiring written agreement on project readiness; the parties
involved may meet if they deem it helpful or necessary to reach an agreement.
3. Financial plan (Q9-10)
Staff Suggestion: The most recent call for complex projects application included the following
questions:
•
•
•

Please indicate if any additional municipalities/agencies are providing match funding.
Provide a planning-level cost estimate, if available. You may provide additional detail if it
is available.
Please indicate how much funding you are requesting. (Please also note if you have
obtained or are seeking funding from other sources.)

The three-party agreement that is signed by the municipality, MaineDOT, and PACTS after
funding is awarded and before project development begins includes the following language:
•
•
•

The local match requirement is 25% for the entire project, both PDR and construction.
Cost overruns, regardless of cause, are entirely the responsibility of the municipality.
Municipalities are required to cover 100% of the cost if they decide to cancel the project.

•

Municipality’s Share – 25% of eligible Project costs, plus 100% of the following:
o
o
o

Any costs deemed ineligible for federal and state participation
Any costs associated with additional work requested by the Municipality that is
outside the Project scope of work.
All Project costs exceeding the Project Estimate
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•

If the Municipality withdraws its financial support for the Project leading MaineDOT to
terminate the Project, the Municipality shall reimburse MaineDOT fully for any and all
Project costs incurred

Staff suggests keeping the existing language in the application and adding the language from
the three-party agreement in the application. Applicants would need to affirm their
understanding of, and agreement with, the language in the three-party agreement.
Staff also suggests requiring a description of the possibilities for phased implementation, as well
any plans to pursue discretionary funding.
Local Match
4. Local match requirement (Q11-12)
Staff Suggestion: A majority of CPTF members recommend maintaining the 25% local match
requirement for PDR and for construction. Other members are split on whether to increase or
decrease the local match. Staff suggests maintaining the 25% local match requirement for PDR
and for construction.

Project Selection
5. Cost avoidance (Q16-17)
Staff Suggestion: A majority of CPTF members recommend that cost avoidance be a factor
when selecting projects, but many note that it is difficult to accurately measure. Staff suggests
requesting a description of cost avoidance in the application, without requesting dollar values or
assigning points, and using the description as another data point for decision makers to
consider, along with project scores.
6. Cost per point evaluation (Q18-19)
Staff Suggestion: CPTF members are split and undecided on whether to use a cost per point
evaluation to score projects. Staff suggests having GPCOG staff begin performing a cost per
point evaluation at the time of PDR allocation, construction allocation, and any overage
requests, for information purposes. Once PACTS has data points available to better assess the
effectiveness of the metric for our region, we can revisit the idea of using cost per point to
evaluate projects.

Construction Funding Commitment Limits
7. Formalize foregoing construction funding from PACTS (Q22)
Staff Suggestion: A majority of CPTF members recommend formalizing the option for a project
sponsor to forego construction funding from PACTS. Others suggest such action is redundant
and unnecessary, as the option already exists in the three-party agreement. Staff suggests
making a note of the existing language in the TIP Policies and Procedures. If a project receives
funding for a PDR, then a three-party agreement is executed for that stage of the project. The
three-party agreement states:
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The terms of this Agreement apply to the implementation of the preliminary engineering and
right-of-way phases of the Project unless this Agreement is otherwise modified to include all
phases of Project development.

Cost Overruns
8. Presentation of the amount and cause of cost overruns (Q26-27)
Staff Suggestion: A majority of CPTF members recommend that PACTS require project
sponsors facing cost overruns to present to the PACTS governing body an explanation of the
amount and cause (e.g., inflation or scope creep?) of the overruns. One member suggests it
need not be a presentation, but that documenting makes sense. Currently, under the Project
Cap Policy, staff may allocate additional funding (up to 20% of the project’s construction
estimate) to projects without PACTS governing body involvement. Given the increasing
frequency of cost overruns and a dwindling Holding WIN, staff suggests requiring PACTS
governing body approval of all requests for additional funding; the project sponsor would need
to provide documentation of the amount and cause of the overrun at least two weeks prior to the
governing board meeting.
9. Cost per point evaluation (Q28-29)
Staff Suggestion: See Staff Suggestion for cost per point evaluation under Project Selection
above (#6).
10. PACTS governing body approval of scope changes that impact cost (Q30)
Staff Suggestion: Four (4) CPTF members were in favor of this idea, two (2) were opposed, and
two (2) answered “I don’t know / Other.” Staff suggests requiring PACTS governing body
approval of scope changes only if they (1) impact PACTS’ cost or (2) impact the purpose and
need of the project. The three-party agreement states that MaineDOT will consult with PACTS
and the Municipality before implementing any adjustments to the Project scope, and PACTS
and the Municipality will, likewise, notify MaineDOT of any proposed changes they wish to
implement.
11. PDR completion deadline (Q31-33)
Staff Suggestion: CPTF members were split on this issue, with four (4) “Yes” responses and
four (4) “I don’t know / Other” responses. GPCOG staff is in the process of developing a system
to better track the status of projects. Delays are a source of cost increases due to inflation, but
staff does not currently have a good understanding of what is delaying PDRs. Staff suggests
first formalizing the tracking system to better understand the delays and determine whether they
could be avoided. This system could include formal updates to PACTS boards or committees.
Once delays are better understood, PACTS could consider implementing deadlines with
potential funding consequences.
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Part B: Remaining Decisions
Application Requirements
12. Municipalities complete 25% Design or PDR (approximately 50% Design) before application
(Q3-8)
Q3: Should PACTS require that a municipality/potential applicant complete 25% design before
applying for funding from PACTS?
•
•
•

4 – Yes
2 – No
2 – I don’t know / Other

Q6: Should PACTS require that a municipality/potential applicant complete PDR (approximately
50-65% design) before applying for funding from PACTS?
•
•
•

1 – Yes
4 – No
3 – I don’t know / Other

Project Selection
13. Bonus points for additional local match (Q13-15)
Q13: Should PACTS award bonus points to a project that commits to more than the minimum
local match?
•
•
•

3 – Yes
2 – No
3 – I don’t know / Other

Construction Funding Commitment Limits
14. Limits on construction funding commitments (Q20-21)
Q20: Should PACTS limit the amount of construction funding it will commit to a single project
and/or in a single allocation cycle?
•
•
•

5 – Yes
0 – No
3 – I don’t know / Other

Cost Overruns
15. Project Cap Policy or “Contingency Fund” (Q23-25)
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Q23: Should PACTS keep the Project Cap Policy, or shift to setting aside a percentage of its
annual allocation for a “contingency fund” from which funds are allocated competitively?
•
•
•

3 – Keep the Project Cap Policy
1 – Switch to a “contingency fund”
4 – I don’t know / Other
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